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Abstract. In this paper, we deal with the problem of shadow detection of
UAVs, which impacts their navigation. We propose to generate synthetic
images containing shadows in random locations, backgrounds, sizes, and
opacities in order to augment our dataset. The generated data is used to
train and compare several models to effectively detect, in real-time, UAVs
shadows which will help to stabilize their localization and navigation. Deep
learning models such as SSD, YOLOv3, and YOLOv5 are tested for the
detection part. With our approach, we achieved 99% of the mean average
precision when using the YOLOv5.

1

Introduction

Drones are now used almost everywhere; in very different domains such as data
acquisition, cinema, rescue, and, most importantly, security. Our project entails
the creation of a sophisticated indoor drone that will be used for security purposes without any internet connection. However, the drone itself has internal
issues that must be addressed before progressing to the next level of sophistication. One of the main issues is that when a drone tries to stay steady and
motionless in a given position (what we call an ”absolute position”), it extracts
keypoints from the ground to calculate the speed of the engines in order to stay
still relatively to those keypoints. However, in some cases, when the drone’s vertical camera takes images to extract keypoints, the captured frames contain the
drone’s shadow. As a result, a lot of the keypoints belong to the shadow which
is not still but can be in motion. The drone will then stay still ... relatively to
moving keypoints of the shadow which will imply a continuous and exponential
motion relative to the ground. Here comes the idea of detecting shadows in
frames to remove them and avoid potentially moving keypoints.
Problem: Classical image processing algorithms are used to detect or segment
shadow in an image [3, 9]. But in our case, the drone’s vertical camera is a
monochrome camera with a resolution of 150x150 pixels, resulting in very poor
image quality. So, if the current frame contains a drone shadow, which is a large
black shape in the middle of a clearer background, the algorithm will automatically take keypoints within the pixels representing the drone shadow and use it
as a corrupted reference. Fig. 1 shows some of the frames taken by the vertical
camera.
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Fig. 1: Examples of drone shadows (real data).
Limitations: The idea of detecting and then eliminating the shadow appears to
be a good solution to the problem, however the amount of data available to train
a deep learning model is insufficient. And this is a well-known issue, particularly
when it comes to a very specific task for which no public dataset is available. In
our case, the number of frames containing the drone shadow is too small to be
used with a deep learning model.
Proposal: To address this issue, we propose to develop a deep learning model
for object detection that is trained to detect the drone shadow from images in
real time. When we know the position of the shadow in the image, we can simply
exclude those pixels from the frame when attempting to extract keypoints.

2

Related Works

To date, all works done for shadow detection, whether for drone shadow or others, have used traditional image processing methods to remove the drone shadow
from the image [9, 4]. S. Murali and VK. Govindan proposed converting the image into LAB space [3], which allows access to some important image parameters
that are not available in other spaces. The L channel of the LAB space controls
the luminance in the image, which helps in detecting darker areas thus defining
shadowed pixels. Other authors [5, 6, 7, 8] attempted to incorporate convolutional networks (DNNs) for the extraction of relevant features. However, using
classical image processing methods for this type of problems will be prohibitively
computationally expensive. To avoid the speed issue, DNNs-based models are
used for object detection such as SSD [1], YOLO [2], etc. can be used. However,
in order to train these models, a large amount of data is required, which is a
problem when dealing with shadows.
Synthetic data has previously been used for shadow detection, but in a different
way. R. Guo et al. [10] used synthetic data generated by generative adversarial
networks (GANs) for shadow detection and removal. For a real-time application,
these algorithms are still too slow.
F. Nowruzi et al. [11] made an interesting comparison regarding the use of
synthetic data for object detection. The purpose of their work was to determine
the smallest amount of data that needed to be mixed with the synthetic data in
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order to achieve the best object detection results possible. Table 4 displays the
outcomes of various combinations of synthetic data such as 7D [13], P4B [14],
and CARLA [12] with real data BDD [15]. The results in the table are for 95
% synthetic data and 5 % real data combinations. Their conclusion was that it
is necessary to add more than 5 % of real data, but we show those results as on
our side we used 5 % real data also.
Training Dataset
7D + BDD
P4B + BDD
CARLA + BDD

Recall (person detection)
0.077
0.088
0.034

Recall (car detection)
0.269
0.310
0.287

Table 1: Metrics comparison for synthetic and real data [11].

3
3.1

Methodology
Synthetic augmented Data

We propose to generate synthetic data from pre-existing real frames. This solution entails extracting the drone shadow from the image and then placing it in
various backgrounds with a variety of random parameters. The first parameter
is the size of the shadow, which represents the distance between the drone and
the ground. The second is the opacity, which varies at random from 20 to 100%.
The third is a random position that controls the position of the drone in the
image while adhering to all of the conditions.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 2: (a) The drone shadow extracted from the image. (b) Real image with
real shadow. (c) Background from a phone camera with the drone shadow (v1).
(d) Background from the drone’s vertical camera with the drone shadow (v2).

3.2

Shadow Detection Model

After creating the synthetic data, a deep learning model for shadow detection
is built. The traditional image processing approaches can not be efficient for
our problem due to the slowness of the existing algorithms. Detecting only the
objects bounding boxes is easier than performing the precise object segmentation
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(in our case of an indoor drone detecting its shadow the bounding bow is enough
as we just need to eliminate the shadow are from frame where the shadow is
present). For this purpose, we tested various object detection models such as
SSD, YOLOv3 [2], and YOLOv5 [16].
The purpose of using these algorithms is that they have faster versions, and since
our use is in the real time on a low-end device the computational time aspect is
crucial.
We tried various dataset combinations to train the deep learning models. 5
% real images captured by the drone’s vertical camera (~30 images) and 95 %
synthetic images (~950 images). However, 95 % of the generated images have
different combinations. The first combination is to create the synthetic data
using the drone’s shadow and backgrounds captured by a phone camera, which
is the v1 of the synthetic data. The second combination is to create 500 images as
the v1 and another 500 images using backgrounds taken by the drone’s vertical
camera as the v2.

4

Results and Discussion

We tested SSD, YOLOv3 and YOLOv5 for the task, but we do not present their
results here because the YOLOv3 and SSD were unable to detect the shadow in
the real dataset based on the training set. However, YOLOv5 (small version)
was trained and is shown in Table 2 for a variety of dataset combinations. The
results are all tested on the real data test set.
Dataset
100% RD
100% SD
95% SD + 5% RD (v 1)
95% SD + 5% RD (v 2)

Recall
0.75
0
1
1

mAP @.5
0.875
0
0.982
0.995

mAP @.5 : .9
0.665
0
0.869
0.923

Table 2: Metrics of multiple datasets (RD: real data and SD: synthetic data
combinations. Results tested on the real images test set.
The results for the 100 % real datasets are presented in the first row of Table 2.
It has been trained on 30 real images. The results are good, but also overfeeted
for the specific dataset. In ddition, the results for an industrial project are
insufficient. The results of the model trained on 100 % synthetic dataset are
shown in the second row. The model was tested on a simulated dataset and
yielded a mAP of 0.914, but when tested on real data, the mAP is 0% which
means 0 detections. It was unable to detect shadows in real-world images. The
model was trained on a mixed dataset in the third row, with 5 % real (30 images)
and 95 % synthetic datasets. The synthetic datasets (v1) were created using a
phone camera’s background and a random placement of the shadow as described
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in 3.1. The results appear to be far superior to training on real-world datasets
(since we got hundreds of the training images). Finally, the last row shows the
same architecture trained on the dataset v2. In this case, there is an additional
improvement of the results.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3: Qualitative result. (a) 100% real data. (b) 100 % synthetic data. (c)
Mixed data (v1). (d) Mixed data (v2).
Fig. 3 depicts a qualitative result of the model. The model trained on both real
and synthetic data performs better than previous models, but still makes some
errors when some objects are present in the scene. As a result, the next model
trained on real backgrounds (taken by the drone camera) significantly improved
the results. A large amount of synthetic data, 950 randomly generated images,
was used. The best combination when creating synthetic data is to use 50 %
real backgrounds (preferably with objects), because the model will be trained
on data with the same image quality when using backgrounds from the exact
camera that will be used in the real world.
It is also interesting to compare Table 2 with which are computed with the same
mix of synthetic/real data. The is an important difference in the results which
is probably due to several factors : 1) the complexity of the object detection :
in our case we focus on a single drone so the shadow has very low variability
while in several object with much higher variability are taken into account, 2)
The synthetic data is based on real images background in our case while in
in the data is fully synthetic. Our work show that for a precise use-case with
low variability, the YOLO v5 version can be efficiently trained with very few
real-data images if semi-synthetic images can be added to the training dataset.

5

Conclusion

The possibility of using synthetic data for shadow detection is discussed in this
paper. The lack of training data can be resolved by adding synthetic or semisynthetic data to the training set. However, having only synthetic data is insufficient as shown in previous work, but mixing the synthetic data with a small
amount of real data is enough to have a good model which can detect objects
with a limited variability.
In our case, the best model was obtained by randomly placing the drone’s shadow
on different real backgrounds.
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